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    Product Name :
  Chemicals Storage Box

  Product Code :
  SCHOOLSMD1069

 

 

  Description :

Chemicals Storage Box

Technical Specification :

This is used to separate, arrange, and hold/contain/store small- and
mediumsized chemicals by utilizing dividers (width/length) for
compartmentalizing to increase/decrease available space for bigger or
smaller size, which resists most solvents and chemicals.

Protect items against dirt, dust and damage and makes contents inside the box easy to see.

1. Bin Type: Dividable grid container



2. Material: Polypropylene (plastic) with the following dimensions:

a) Depth/ Length: 22-1/2 inches (min)

b) Width: 17 1/2 inches (min)

c) Height: 12 inches (min)

3. Color: Clear (transparent)

4. Shape: Rectangular

5. Capacity: 35 lbs maximum

6. With eleven (11) long divider slots

7. With fifteen (15) short divider slots to to allow sub-division of the
containers, down to a 1-1/8-inch square compartment size

8. With large, flat areas on all four sides for content identification



9. With comfort grip handle

10. With strong stacking rims and multiribbed external sides to provide high impact strength

11. The container can be divided into compartments by length and/or width

12. Accessories

a. With lid/cover

i) Shape: Rectangular

ii) Material : Polypropylene (Plastic) with the following dimensions:

(LxWxH) : 22.5 inches (min) x 1 inch (min) x 17.5 inches (min)

iii) Color: Clear (transparent) 

Snap on molded lid/cover guides provide secure stacking Lids/covers snap securely on to box



b) Dividers, width (short)

i) Shape: Rectangular

ii) Material: Polyethylene/polypropylene (plastic) with the following dimensions:

iii) Length : 15 3/4 inches (min)

iv) Height : 11 1/2 inches (min)

Color: Gray/black

c) Dividers, (length/long)

i) Shape : Rectangular



ii) Material : Polyethylene/polypropylene (plastic) with the following dimensions:

iii) Length: 22 1/2 inches (min)

iv) Height : 11 1/2 inches (min)

d) Label holder

i) Shape: Rectangular

ii) Material : Polypropylene, plastic with the following dimensions:

iii) Length : 5 inches (min)

iv) Width : 8 inches (min)

v) Color: Clear (transparent)



vi) Pocket-style, hanging label holder.

Tender product as per DEPED Guidelines.
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